
 
 

Terms & Conditions of Submissions 
1. Submissions are being accepted through September 5. Any works submitted after 11:59 pm 

on September 5th will not be considered.  

2. Artists of all ages are welcomed to submit art for this gallery. The cost per submission is $15.  

3. Submissions will be reviewed by a panel of Community Renewal staff & local professional 
artists. We will select as many works as we have room to display at our participating Main 
Street galleries on the basis of: 

a. Subject matter / interpretation - does this piece seem to answer the question, “What 
does community mean to you?” in a positive, thoughtful, or reflective manner? 

b. Aesthetic - is the piece pleasing to the eye, thought provoking, or otherwise valuable to 
a gallery with the mission to reflect on and appreciate community? 

4. Some of the galleries will also include art created by students of local schools as a part of 
Community Renewal school-site programs. These pieces are not subject to the entry fee or 
selection process.  

5. All artists will be notified no later than September 15th whether their submission has been 
accepted, and which gallery it will show in through the month of October.  

6. As of July 30, we are still in process of confirming all participating Main Street galleries. The 
full list will be released on September 5. 

7. If you would like to have your piece for sale during the gallery, we encourage you to set a price 
on the submission form, which we will include along with your contact information on the 
placard. While it is not required, if you appreciate this opportunity to display your work, you 
may choose to donate a small portion of the proceeds to Community Renewal’s ongoing 
charitable work in Pottawatomie County. 

If you have any remaining questions or concerns, please email erica@communityrenewal.org directly.  
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